
 

 

Product types – introduction of XBID 15 minutes product 

 

HUPX INTRADAY MARKET - LOCAL QUARTERLY PRODUCT 

Contract specifications 

Product name Quarterly_Local 

Contract long name  
QH-YYYYMMDD HH:MM-YYYYMMDD HH:MM  

indicates the exact delivery start and delivery end 

Contract short name 

HH:MM-HH:MM  

indicates the hours and minutes when delivery starts and ends on a 

respective day 

visible name in the trading system 

Availability  Local 

Delivery unit 15 minutes 

Delivery period  

Delivery starts with the first minute of the delivery day and 

subsequently in every 15 minutes: HH:00; HH:15; HH:30; HH:45 

For example: 

00:00-00:15 

00:15-00:30 

00:30-00:45 

00:45-01:00 

OTC registration available yes 

Trade recall available 

yes, within 15 minutes via trading system “recall” button, counterparty 

approval is needed 

except OTC registered trades 

block orders enabled 

(minimum of two subsequent 

delivery period) 

no 

over-midnight blocks 

enabled 

- 

linked orders enabled (for 

basket submission) 

yes 

iceberg order enabled yes 

minimum peak size (of 

iceberg orders) 

0.1 MW 

peak price delta 

(maximum price delta of 

different peak sizes) 

100.00 €/MWh 

execution restriction partial execution 

 

  



 

 

HUPX INTRADAY MARKET - LOCAL QUATERLY PRODUCT 

Contract specifications 

Product name Quarter_Hour_Power_Local 

Contract long name  
YYYYMMDD HH:MM-YYYYMMDD HH:MM  

indicates the exact delivery start and delivery end 

Contract short name 

QHH:MM-HH:MM_Local  

indicates the hours and minutes when delivery starts and ends on a 

respective day 

visible in the trading system 

Availability 

Local 

Trading is only available in decoupling period. When the cross border 

coupling operates and cross border products are tradable these 

contracts are inactive. 

Delivery unit 15 minutes 

Delivery period  

Delivery starts with the first minute of the delivery day and 

subsequently in every 15 minutes: HH:00; HH:15; HH:30; HH:45 

For example: 

00:00-00:15 

00:15-00:30 

00:30-00:45 

00:45-01:00 

OTC registration available no 

Trade recall available 
yes, within 15 minutes via trading system “recall” button, counterparty 

approval is needed 

block orders enabled 

(minimum of two subsequent 

delivery period) 

no 

over-midnight blocks 

enabled 

No 

linked orders enabled (for 

basket submission) 

yes 

iceberg order enabled yes 

minimum peak size (of 

iceberg orders) 

5.0 MW 

peak price delta 

(maximum price delta of 

different peak sizes) 

5.00 €/MWh 

execution restriction partial execution 

 

 

  



 

 

HUPX INTRADAY MARKET - XBID QUARTERLY PRODUCT 

Contract specifications 

Product name XBID_Quarter_Hour_Power 

Contract long name  
YYYYMMDD HH:MM-YYYYMMDD HH:MM  

indicates the exact delivery start and delivery end 

Contract short name 

QHH:MM-HH:MM_XB 

indicates the hours and minutes when delivery starts and ends on a 

respective day, visible in the trading system 

Availability Central XBID (remote) 

Delivery unit 15 minutes 

Delivery period  

Delivery starts with the first minute of the delivery day and 

subsequently in every 15 minutes: HH:00; HH:15; HH:30; HH:45 

For example: 

00:00-00:15 

00:15-00:30 

00:30-00:45 

00:45-01:00 

OTC registration available no 

Trade recall available no 

block orders enabled 

(minimum of two subsequent 

delivery period) 

no 

over-midnight blocks enabled no 

linked orders enabled (for 

basket submission) 

yes 

iceberg order enabled yes 

minimum peak size (iceberg 

orders) 

5.0 MW 

peak price delta 

(maximum price delta of 

different peak sizes) 

5.00 €/MWh 

execution restriction partial execution 

 

 

 


